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I NTF\oDUCT I ON

The purpose of this paper is to report progress on a
one-year, interdisciplinary biologic~l study ,conducted from
March 1983 to March 1984, in the Kipahulu Valley, Haleakala
National Park. The project began as an effort to determine
densities of black rats (R~t..:~,!,o\2 r::et..t..U§) in impor-tant n.::,t:i.vE:'
bird habitat in the Valley, as part of a Resources Basic
Inventory (RBI) contract through the National Park Service
(NPS) with the University of Hawaii in 1980. The senior
author received additionalNPS funding in 1983 to study
interrelationships of various important alien and native biota
in conjunction with the rat study. Entomologists from the
B.P. Bishop Museum were supported from the additional funds to
determine invertebrate abundance, distribution, and endemicity
and to. conduct food habits studies of black and Polynesian or
Pacific (8. ~Kyl~Q2) rats. Botanists from Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park (HAVO) and Haleakala National Park (HALE)
staffs, ornithologists and mammalogists from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) and NPS, various University student~,

and personnel of the Nature Conservancy (TNC) and Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) were asked to
participate, and many individuals volunteered to work for per
diem without salary since funds were limited.

Expeditions into the Valley were made March 17-April 1,
1983; July 4-July 20, 1983; and February 21-March 6, 1984.
Base camps were established at Charlie Camp (1450 m or 4750
f t), (.1)es t Camp (1900 m or' 6300 of t), and 1'1c:~uk "" Camp (1950 mew'
650~ ft). Six 500-m transects were chosen in three major
vegetation types: two in wet A~§~i§ lQ~-M§tr::g2id§r::g§ ~glliQ?

with mixed native-alien understory (Upper Plateau 1240 m or
4100 ft; Lower PI~teau at 1240 m or 4100 ft); three in wet
M~tCg§i.~§Cg§ forest with native understory (low elevation,
1300 m o~ 4300 ft; mid elevation, 1590.m or 5240 ft; and high
elevation, 1800 m or 5960 ft).; and O~~ (2050 m or 6800 ft) in
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open scrub M§tCg§id~Cg§ with native scrub and gr~s5 uriderstory
(Jacobi, personal communication). Transects were selected to
give good coverage of the upper valley without disturbing nlore
forest than necessary. They have been permanently marked for
future monitoring and research efforts.

METHODS

Detailed methodology will not b~ presented here, but will
be given in a final report by December 1984. Basically, most
of the studies were conducted along the six transects with
supplemental work in other areas. Rare plant encounters on
transects and information on plant vigor, phenologY"
reproduction, etc. were recorded. Five quadrats, roughly 20 x
20 m in size, spaced along each transect were used to
determine plant cover abundahce and species composition by
strata, and other information in July 1983. Phenology of key
species was noted in these plots in July and March. Results
of these efforts will be presented in the final report.

Fifty-one 1 m2 plots at 10 m intervals, 1 m from each
transect, were checked in July 1983 and March 1984 for alien
plants. One hundred Victor rat traps were baited with coconut
and set for five nights in March 1983 and eight nights each in
July 1983 and March 1984. Species, sexes, and weights of
animals taken were recorded by trap location and stomachs and
jaws were saved for later analysis. Additional studies of rat
movements and densities were made through use of ~lourescent

chemical and food dyes, but results are not yet availabl~.

Fresh feral pig activity was recorded along transects and
rat assessment lines in July 1983 and March 1984, according to
criteria developed in HAVO. Prior to this, activity indices
were most sensitive to older pig sign, and this was recorded
for all three expeditions. Indices to bird numbers were
recorded in 8-minute counts at four stations on each transect
during each of the three trips. We 'made an effort to take at
least two early morning counts per tra~sect on each trip, with
su~plemental afternoon counts. All counts were completed only
during periods when wind and rain were not Judged important
determinants of bird activity.

Tests of rat arboreal attivity were conducted in July 1983
and March 1984. Preliminary results of the March tests on
artificial nests and arboreal trapping will be reported tlere.
In the artificial nest test, 90 luau cups, placed at about
head height in dominant tree species near each of the t~lree

campsites, were lined with raffia and assigned 3 quail
(~gtYCQ~~ ~gtWCQiK) eggs, 3 chunks of coconut, or 3 eggs + 1
small chunk of coconut. Nest trees were located about 10 m
apart and clutch contents were systematically assigned after
initial randomization of order. Nest cups were checked after
each of 9-10 nights of rat ~ctivity. In the arboreal trapping
test, 45 Victor snap traps were tied to dominant trees at
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about head height with flagging tape, baited with coconut, ~nd

checked after each of 6-8 nights of rat actiVity near each of
the 3 camp~;;.

In I'1an:-:h 19f:34, Japanese mi st-'nets \A.lel~e set at. all thrE'E!
camps to capture nativE? and alien birds. Blood smears were
taken from non-endangered native birds to determine incidence
of avian malaria and will be analyzed in cooperation with C.
Van Riper, NPS. Standard measurements were taken for each
bird, each was checked for abnormalities, and birds were
banded with FWS alumiNum bands and plastic color bands coded
to net area. Fecal samples were collected where possible for
later analysis. Blood smears and standard measurements were
also taken from alien birds, and these birds,were then
sacrificed and stomachs collected. Some skins were saved for
parasite checks. Records of net hours and distances between
nets were kept. Resul ts from thi 5 pal~t of, the study are st.i 11
being analyzed, but about 176 birds were handled.

Invert.ebrates were colle~ted in malaise and insect light
traps and by sa~pling soils and host plants with aspirators,
nets and other devices. Transects were walked night and day,
to determine invertebrate activity patterns, endemicity, and
relative ab0ndance, espetially with relation to rat activity.
Analysis of rat stomachs for food habits by Bishop Museum
personnel is under way.

RESULTS

Preliminary indices to feral. pig disturbance s~ow that
activity was greatest at the three lower elevation transects,
whether old or fresh damage is used as an indicator (Table
1). The highest indices were those for the lower plateau koa
forest. Since the March 1983 indices are based on half as
many plots as the March 1984 data, feral pig disturbance
pl~obably was less in low plateau koa and low elevat.ion 'ohi 'a
at the end than at the be~inning of the study, but ihcreased
in the high elevation 'ohi 'a and scrub 'ohi 'a. Whether the
differences represent trends related to human activity or are
just usual pig activity shifts is unknown at present. Signs
of pigs on high elevation 'ohi 'a and scrub 'ohi 'a in March of
1984 did seem higher than in 1983 a~d vegetation (especially
etbYci~m ~~Qd~i~hi~Qum) on the low plateau koa transect did
appear more overgrown in March of 1984. The relative
usefulness of fresh and old feral pig sign as long-term
indices to activity in an area deserves further study (Table
1). The age of the first is more readily determined, but in
low pig density'areas it is difficult to find fresh sign.

Frequencies of occurrence of alien plants in the six areas
suggest that low elevation koa and high elevation scrub 'ohi a
transects had more invasion than tranSEcts located at
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intermediate elevations (Table 2). Propagule sources in the
Kalapawili Grasslands above the Valley and the more abundant
aliens of lower elevations seem to be ~ood reasons. Again,
overgrowth of the low plateau koa transect may be responsible
for the decreased alien index there by March of 1984.
Increased aliens on the high plateau koa may have resulted
from human impacts in this study. The transect crossed
several major gullies and p6rtions of it became very muddy
with human use in July. Invasion of fc§~b~it§§ and fYP~tgci.Ym

there may not be enduring, however, as BthYCiYffi is present and
could easily overgrow disturbed areas as it apparently did
along the low plateau koa transect. More aliens on the mid
'ohi 'a transect at the end of the study may be lar~ely the
result of increased dispersal of plants by the stream that
dominates most of this trahsect. Similarly, occurrence of
HYPQ~h~~Ci~, BYm?~, and Hgi~Y§ on the scrub 'ohi'a transect
seems more likely the result of wind and ~ater disp~rsal from
the grasslands above, than the result of pig or human
·I:.~ I" i:'\ n sp OJ'" t .

Numbers of rats of each species caught on the three
expeditions on each transect are given in Table 3. Most rats
were taken on the low plateau koa and the mid elevation and
high 'ohi'a, and more rats were caught in spring than in
summel~ .

Paci'Fic rats, especially, wer-e mor-e abundant in the spring
than in the summer and dominated in overall catches except in
high elevation 'ohi'a (5960 ft) and scr-ub 'ohi'a (6800 ft)
(TablE? 4). In high plateau koa,. per"centages o·f black r'ats in
catches in both spr-ing and su~mer of 1983 wer-e high but
Pacific rats dominated in Mar-ch 1984.

Rats wer-e not 35 r-eadily tr-apped in tr-ees as on the ground
(Table 5), but black r-ats wer-e more easily taken in tr-ees than
Pacific rats~ as expected. Black rats were difficult to tr-ap
at West Camp (1/120 tr-ap nights) where compar-ative and
absolute numbers should have been high. A possible
explanation for this is that an open, scrubby forest that was
chosen for the arbor-eal tr-apping, was probably less than
optimum habitat for- black rats at that altitude. It is of
interest that ground and tr-ee trapping rates for black r-ats at
Charlie and Mauka Camps were similar-; perhaps absolute numbers
(high at Charlie, low at Mauka) and r-atios of black to Pacific
r-ats (high at Mauka, low at Charlie) and other factor-s
influence arbor-eal behavior of black r-ats. The ~eason for
lack of Polynesian rats in tr-ees at Charlie Camp despite
pr-obably high number-s and percentages of this species there,
may be greater activity of black r-ats in the tr-ees at Charlie
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(1/24 trap nights) than at Mauk~ or W~st (1/34 or 11120 trap
ni ghts) .

A brief summary of the March 1984 test of rat predation on
eggs and coconuts in artificial arboreal nests is presented in
Table 6. Predation on coconuts was high in all three
locations over a 9-10 day period, whereas predation On eggs
averaged about 50 percent. Clutches that included coconut
scent as well as quail eggs were preyed upon more in the
Charlie and West tests than clutches without scent, .but not in
the Mauka test. The high predation rate at West Camp (87%) is
in contrast with the low trappability of black rats in trees
(1/120 trap nights) there. Polynesian rats were trapped in
trees more often there than elsewhere, however. That location
of the individual nests was not a factor seems apparent from
the fact that rats visited nearly all nests, even though they
did not always remove or break .ggs. Espe~ially noteworthy is
that at the Mauka Site, they removed 43 percent of the coconut
from scented Mests but did not damage the eggs in the nests
(Tabl e 6). Further anal yses an,,' bei ng made, but mOI-e stu.dt es
of arboreal rat predation behavior are needed.

A summary of bird index information for the three
expeditions is given in Figure 1. Ten ~pecies were observed
on the six transects, four of which were alien, and two
Federally e~dange~ed. 'Apapane (Him~t!gD~ §~Dgyin~§) was
easily the most abundant species and was used as the standard
from which relative abundan~e of the other species was
calculated. Common 'amakihi (!j~mi.gQ9t.bh\2 y..i..C§D.f2.) and 'i'i\All
(~~§ti~c~~ ~9~~iD~~) were next most abundant; Japanese
white-eye (Zg§t~CQP§ i9R9D.i~~)? red-billed leiothrix
q::~!.9:~.b.cj_?:._.JJ:.\~;!'?9.), and Maui cl"eeper or '<.d auwahi 0 (f::SlX:9C§'L1f.l.lY:i;.fL
mQnt@Q~) were intermediate in abundance; and crested
honeycreeper or 'akohekohe(E~lmgCi§dgl§!.), northern cardinal
(G~cdiD~li§ ~~C0iQ9.li§), melodious laughing thrush or hwa-mei
(G~cc~l~~ [~D.9CY§) and Maui parrotbill (E§§'ydQQ~§tgt

~~QtbgpbCY§) were the least abundant species in the Valley.
Six species, two of which are aliens, occurred on more than 60
percent of all plots. These were (in descending order):
'apapane, 'amakihi, 'i'iwi, ,Japanese t,,'hite-eyE!, red'-billed
leiothrix, and 'alauwahio.

Relative abundance of birds on each of the six transects
is presented in Table 7. When summarized for all seasons,
'alauwahio and 'amakihi relative abundance was greatest in
scrub iohi 'a, and 'i'iwi relative abundance was greatest in
low plateau koa. Relative abundance of the important aliens,
white-eyes and leiothrix, was highest in the mid 'ohi'a
type. Overall species richness was also greatest in the mid
'ohi 'a type (9 species recorded), but native species richness
was highest on the high 'ohi 'a transect. However, diversity
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indices based on equitability of species as well as numbers o'F
species has not yet ~een calculated.

The occurrence of E§~Y~QQ§§tqC in the Valley is of
interest as a possible indicator of disturbance. Although
recorded only on the high 'ohi'a transect during official
counts, the species was observed on or near all transects.
80th rats (Atkinson 1977) and feral pigs ~ay adversely affect
parrotbills but locations with important requirements such as
cerambycid larvae are apparently present near all transects.
Nectar feeding by this species was noted at Mauka Camp (M.S.
Kjargaard, personal communication) and damage to ~h§icQ~§n~CgQ

and Y?~~iniYm ~?lx~in~m was also noted. Rats and pigs may
also adversely af'Fect 'akohekohe populations and habitat.
Although this species was recorded do~n to 3600 ft elevation
by Conant and Stemmermann (1980), it was Mot observed below
5200 ft in this study.

Rat stomach samples from each of the three expeditions are
currently being analyzed. Preliminary inform~tion from the
March 1984 stomachs indicates that rats consume a considerable
amount o'F material associated with roots of plants, including
humus. Adult Coleoptera and larval Lepidoptera predominate,
With spiders, earthworms, and a few bird feathers in l~sser

frequency. Parasitic roundworms were present in stomachs of
both species of rats from lower elevation, transects, but not
in those from high and scrub 'ohi'a. Pacific rats appeared
/Hor'e i nsecti von:)LI~:;; thc.'\n bl ac:k rats, bLlt no tH fferences in 'food
habits of male and female rats of either species are apparent
to date. Only one of 219 rats (a R?tty§ gKyi~Q§ female) had
many bird feather~, an~ the species of bird is unidentified at
present.

Although not part of the interdisciplinarY,study, the
discovery during the study of a volcanic pit c~ntaining bones
of extinct birds has attracted attention. So far, two
flightless geese, two flightless rails, one flightless ibis,
and one very large finch-billed honeycreeper have
been identified. Most bones are on or just below the surface
of the cave floor and very vulnerable to destruction by rats.
A small mud hoI e may provi de matE~rial ,For' a tempor-al sequence
of fossils as well as pollen samples. The cave is about 75
feet deep and is ~he first in an upland rainforest to be
explored in Hawai'i. A rough map of the interior has been
drafted by Dr. Fred Stone, and bones extracted by F. Howarth
and othE'rs havf.'~ been sent to Dr'. Stor-rs 01 son at thf.:'
Smithsonian Institute for his consideration. A decision
should be made soon as to whether. further exploration will be
done.
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CONCLUSIONf:l

Further analyses of avian disease incidence, botanical
plot data, r'c'\t. and bi,"cI stomach sampIE"'s, I~at: popul<,'\tion and
movement information, and invertebrate abundance, distribution
and ('?ndf!micity <':In.'." in progr-f?SS. Statistical t~?sts on
suspected differences and r-elationships are planned.
Consider-able baseline infor-mation has been collected,
permanent plots and tr-ansects for- monitoring in the Valley
fr-om now on have been established, ~nd a number- of inter-esting
qUestions have been r-aisesd for- r-esear-chand management
consider-ation. We b~lieve that well designed, long term
intensive interdisciplinar-y efforts in ecologically valuable
areas ar-e essential if we are to und~rstand how to pr-eserve
an~ manage Hawai'i 's rain forest ecosystems.
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TABLE 1. MEAN INDICES OF PIG DAMAGE OCCURRENCE ON 6
TRANSECTS IN KIPAHULU VALLEY~ HALEAKALA NATIONAL
PARK.

8 MARCH* MARCH** MARCH***
1983 1984 1984

----------------------------~------------------------- -----

HIGH.PLATEAU
KOA (4100 FT) 21 4,4 14

Low PLATEAU
KOA (4100 FT) 31 35 28

Low ELEVATION
'OHI'A (4300 FT) 33 . 29 17

MID ELEVATION
'OHI'A (5240 FT) 5 11 9

HIGH ELEVATION
'OHI'A (5960 FT)., 9 38 6

SCRUB 'OHI'A
(6800 FT) 4 25 2

*
**
***

BASED ON 25 PLOTS) INTERMEDIATE AND OLD SIGN.
. . .

BASED ON 50 PLOTS) INTERMEDIATE AND OLD SIGN.
~ .. - . .. .

BASED ON FRESH SIGN ONLY.



TABLE 2. AllEN PLANT OCCURRENCE ALONG 6 TRANSECTS IN KIPAHULU VALLEy~HALEAKALA NATIONAL PARK~

JULY 1983 AND MARCH 1984.

%FREQ: O~CUR.·(NO. Spp) SPECIES (FOUND IN NO. PLOTS)

JULY 1983 MARCH 1984 JULY 1983 MARCH 1984

Low KOA 23 (3) 6 (2) ERECHTITES VALERIANAEFOLIA (1) RUBUS ROSAEFOLIUS (3)
EUPATORIUM ADENOPHORUM (6) EUPATORIUM ADENOPHORUM (1)
RUBUS ROSAEFOLIUS (8)

HIGH KOA

Low 'OHI' A

MID 'OHI'A

HIGH 'OHI 'A

16 (2)

6 (1)

4 (4)

2 (1)

33 (4)

10 (2)

10 (5)

o (0)

RUBUS ROSAEFOLIUS (])
YOUNGIA JAPONICA (1)

EUPATORIUM ADENOPHORUM (3)

HOLCUS LANATUS (1)
LApSANA COMMUNIS (1)
RUMEX ACETOSELLA (1)
PRUNELLA VULGARIS (2)

HOLCUS LANATUS (1)

RUBUS ROSAEFOLIUS (10)
YOUNGIA JAPONICA (1)
ERECHTITES VALERIANAEFOLIA (2)
EUPATORIUM ADENOPHORUM (5)

RUBUS ROSAEFOLIUS (1)
EUPATORIUM ADENOPHORUM (4)

HOLCUS LANATUS (3)
LApSANA COMMUNIS (1)
PRUNELLA VULGARIS (2)
YOUNGIA JAPONICA (2)
LYTHRUM MARITIMUM (1)

\0
\0

SCRUB 'OHI' A 26 (3) 21 (2) HYPOCHAERIS RADICATA (12)
RUMEX ACETOSELLA (1)
HOLCUS LANATUS (1)

HYPOCHAERIS RADICATA (11)
RUMEX ACETO SELLA (2)

------------------------------------------------------ --------------------~-----------------------------

• IN 51~ 1 M2 PLOTS EVERY 10 M ALONG A 500 MTRANSECT.



TABLE 3. NUMBERS OF PACIFIC OR POLYNESIAN RATS AND BLACK RATS (RATTUS EXULANS AND
R. RATTUS) TRAPPED ON 6 TRANSECTS IN KIPAHULU VALLEY J HALEAKALA NATIONAL
PARKJ MAuI J ON 3 EXPEDITIONS.

R. EXULANS* TOTALS

3/83 7/83 3/84
R.RATTUS*

--------------------
3/83 7/83· 3/84 R. FXULANS R. RATTUS

Low KOA 36 35 61 17 . 26 33 132 76

HIGH KOA 27 21 46 30 29 27 94 86
~

0
0

Low 'OH I' A 18 27 53 15 22 22 98 59

MID 'OHI' A 28 49 62 13 29 26 139 68

HIGH 'OH I' A 19 35 50 27 34' 37 104 - 98

SCRUB 'OHI' A 13 21 16 12 39 12 50 63
-----~----------------------~-----~-~-~----~---------- ---------------------------------.---

TOTALS 141 188 288 114 179 157 617 450

--------------------------------------~--~-~-~-----~------.---~~----~-~-------------------,~

* 5 TRAP NIGHTS FOR 3/83J 8 EACH FOR 7/83 AND 3/84.



TABLE 4. PERCENTAGES OF PACIFIC OR POLYNESIAN RATS AND BLACK RATS (RATTUS EXULANS AND
R. RATTUS) TRAPPED ON 6 TRANSECTS IN KIPAHULU VALLEY} HALEAKALA NATIONAL.
PARK} MAul} ON 3 EXPEDITIONS.

PERCENT TOTAL RATS ON TRANSECT BY PERIOD PERCENT TOTAL RATS ON TRANSECT
R. EXULANS R. RATTUS R. EXULANS R. BATTUS

-------------------- --------------------
3/83 7/83 3/84 3/83 7/83 3/84

-
--------------------------------~-----------------------------~-------------------------------

Low KOA 68 57 65 32 43 35 63 37
I--'

HIGH KOA 47 42 63 53 58 37 52 48 0
I--'

Low' OHI' A 55 55 71 45 45 29 62 38

MID 'OHI' A 68 63 70 32 37 30 67 33

HIGH 'OH I' A 41 51 57 59 49 43 51 49

SCRUB 'OHI'A 52 35 57 48 65 43 44 56

------------------------------------------------------ -----------------~-------------------
. .



TABLE 5. RESULTS OF ARBOREAL TRAPPING FOR RATS~ KIPAHULU VALLEY~ HALEAKALA
NATIONAL PARK) MARCH 1984.

SITE AND
ELEVATION - M (FT)

RATS CAUGHT
R. EXULANS R. RATTUS

TRAP
NIGHTS

TRAP NIGHTS TO CATCH 1 RAT
ON TREES) (ON GROUND)

R. EXULANS &. RATTUS

CHARLIE - 1400 (4700) o 9 220 220+ (6) 24 (12)

WEST - 1900 (6300) 2 3 360 180 (8) 120 (8)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAUKA - 1970 (6500) 1 8 270 270 (16) 34 (13)
I-'
o
N



TABLE 6. PREDATION BEHAVIOR BY RATS ON QUAIL EGGS 1 COCONUTS 1 AND EGGS WITH COCONUT SCENT.··
IN ARTIFICIAL ARBOREAL NESTS AT 3 LOCATIONS IN KIPAHULU VALLEY1 HALEAKALA
NATIONAL PARKI FEBRUARY - r1ARCH 1984.

SITE AND ELEVATION
M (FT)

PREDATION RATE (%)1
COCONUTS EGGS EGGS (SCENTED)2

%SCENTED CLUTCHES WHERE
BAIT UNTOUCHED· BAIT GONE/EGGS REMAIN

----------~------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
. . .

CHARLIE
1400 (4700)

WEST
1900 (6300)

~1AUKA

1970 (6500)

100

100

90

53

50

50

70

87

43

7

3

13

23

10

43

I-'
o
w

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. .

1 PERCENTAGE OF 30 "CLUTCHES" OF 3 EACH IN HEAD-HIGH "NESTS" DISTURBED BY RATS IN 9-10 DAY PERIOD.

2 1 SMALL COCONUT CHUNK/NEST.
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TABLE 7. RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BIRDS IN KIPAHULU VALLEY) HALEAKALA NATIONAL PARK
(SUMMARY OF MARCH AND JULY 1983 AND MARCH 1984).

0 LU -.J
LU X -- ::c . -.J

UJ ..... >- ..... ::c 0 ....J .....
z· ::c UJ 0::: «. ~ « tx}. ....
« ..... ..... I ::c ~ LU z: I- UJ
a.. ~ ~ UJ I- :::J ::c -- 0 ~« « ..... I- 0 « 0 Q 0::: I
a.. ~ ... .' ..... ..... ....J ~ 0::: 0::: «

<:C c:r: - ::c LiJ e::t: e::t: « « ~- ... ... 3: ---.J ... .... u a.. ::::c

TRANSECT
~----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------

..

Low KOA 1.00 0.29 0.30 0.18 0.07 0.05 0.003
I-'
0
.j:>-

HIGH KOA 1.00 0.19 0.20 0.15 0.08 0.03 0.002 0.001

Low 'OHI' A 1.00 0.21 0.16 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.004 0.003

MID 'OH I' A 1.00 0.25 0.21 0.22 0.11 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.002

HIGH 'OHI'A 1.00 0.18 0.25 0.13 0.08 0.07 0.03 0,0004

SCRUB 'OHI' A 1.00 0.42 0.17 0.12 0.02 0.13 0.06
-----------------------------~---------------------~~----------------~-------------------

CUMULATIVE LOO 0.24 0.22. -0.15 0.08 0.06. 0.01 0.003 O. 001 0.001
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FIGURE 1. RELATIVE ABUNDANCE AND FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF BIRD SPECIES
IN KIPAHULU VALLEY.


